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Optimize Transaction Efficiency with the
Open Supplier Network® (OSN).
Maximize your business potential with the preferred, independent
supplier network of the Global 1000. Through Perfect Commerce’s
Open Supplier Network (OSN), buyers and sellers utilize
a single, secure connection to easily interact and optimize
transaction efficiency.

The OSN Ensures Your Success.
With the OSN you’ll eliminate costly point-to-point connections, integrate seamlessly with any Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system, and offer suppliers full-service adoption and automated self-registration.
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1.3 Million Users
500,000 Suppliers
100 Countries, 12 Languages
650 Million Catalog SKUs
$24 Billion Annual Network Spend

The OSN is your simple, cost-effective solution—providing a secure, automated, on-demand environment. Enabling
companies around the globe to quickly and easily interact, the OSN innately enhances business-to-business productivity.

Seamless Integration. Anticipate the Results.
Leverage the OSN to quickly automate transactions, increase efficiency
and drive cost savings. Suppliers easily integrate electronic orders between
buyers and their back-end systems.
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Supplier Network Information Portal (SIP) Landing Page: The

OSN offers buyers and sellers a single, secure, automated, on-demand
environment that optimizes transaction efficiency around the globe.

Simplified Connectivity
Reduced Purchasing Complexity
Easy Integration with Any Procurement System
Reduced Transaction Costs
Faster Adoption with Supplier Self-Registration

Automated supplier self-registration allows suppliers to register with
the network, quickly and easily, resulting in a more extensive network
of qualified suppliers and a greater competitive advantage for buyers.

Experience simplified connectivity throughout the entire Spend Management Lifecycle. A single
connection links any purchasing or eProcurement system to the OSN. Buyers and suppliers transact
on the network using a web browser, email or any XML-based or EDI technology.

Reduce Complexity, Utilize Our Dynamic Portal.
Engage your extensive network of qualified suppliers to easily reduce spend, while minimizing risk. Suppliers have access
to our dynamic portal and best-in-class applications without the usual, complex technical requirements. Suppliers
appreciate the OSN’s convenient, self-sufficient operation.
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Receive POs/COs and Respond (POR/ASN) to All Connected Buyer Accounts
“Flip” POs Received in Supply Order into Electronic Invoices
Easy-to-Use Content Processing for Loading and Managing Catalog Content

Employ Perfect’s Spend Management Solutions through the OSN.
Want to revolutionize your sourcing and procurement business? Capitalize on Perfect’s full suite of strategic spend
management solutions while utilizing the Open Supplier Network. Each innovative module works well on its own,
together with other modules in the Perfect solution suite, or integrated with your ERP or third party solutions. Our
flexible, easy-to-use solutions deliver bottom-line savings to businesses of all sizes, in any industry—further supporting
the OSN’s value to your company and the businesses you work with every day.
PerfectAnalyze™

PerfectInvoice™

Achieve
precision-automated
invoicing for seamless
reconciliation,
reporting, and
settlement.

Open Supplier
Network® (OSN)

PerfectProcure™
Automate the
procure-to-pay
process to increase
policy compliance
and spend under
management.

SPEND
ANALYSIS

INVOICING

Enable full visibility
and strategic analysis
of enterprise-wide
spend with exceptional
timeliness and
accuracy.

PURCHASING

PerfectShop™

State-of-the-art
catalog solution
to optimize the
value of any
procurement
system.

PerfectSource™

The largest, independent
supplier network
provides a single, secure
connection for optimal
transaction efficiency.

CATALOG

CONTRACT

Improve strategic
decision-making
to establish lower
costs and higher
levels of supplier
performance.

EVENT&
AUCTION

PerfectContract™
Manage the contract
lifecycle to reduce
negotiation time and
gain significant cost
savings.

About the Perfect Commerce Team.
Since 1994, Perfect Commerce has been automating spend management initiatives—offering
world-class sourcing and procurement solutions to the enterprise and public market sectors.
Globally, we serve more than 300 businesses, most in the Fortune 500, providing a true endto-end platform that helps rein in excessive spend, simplify global interaction and optimize
transaction efficiency. Our proven, reliable suite of software and services solve even the most
complex industry challenges—throughout the spend lifecycle.

We are PERFECT COMMERCE…Commerce without Boundaries.
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